Use ASP20-8 when Barge Displacement method is an option for transporting and weighing project materials.

SECTION 90
MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT

90-02 MEASUREMENT OF QUANTITIES.

m. Ton (2,000 pounds). *delete the second sentence of item m.* and substitute the following: Methods (3) or (4), below, may be used with written approval of the Engineer:

and insert the following paragraph after item m.3. Invoices:

4. **Barge Displacement Method.** When the barge displacement method is proposed the Contractor shall furnish water loading charts, certified by a Professional Engineer for all barges utilized in the hauling of the material. If barge hauled material is stockpiled, loss shall be estimated by the Engineer and shall be deducted from the total weight measured to allow for stockpile loss. Any material wasted or lost between the barge and the point where it is placed in final position shall be estimated and the loss deducted by the Engineer.